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THE share of wages and salaries in the net output of manufacturing industry 
over the period 1953-70 is shown in Fig. 1. The upward trend of the earlier 
years was reversed after 1957, and the share declined fairly.steadily over 

the next decade. This decline has been described by Hughes [8], who suggests, 
"thatmost of the industry wage and salary share changed in the same direction 
as the industrial group wage and salary share", and so "changes in industry 
weights do not appear to have been a major cause of the decline . . .". Moreover, 
"cyclical influences . . . were not important determinants of the behaviour of 
the wage and salary shares of the industrial groups . . . " 

As Hughes notes, i t is interesting to inquire "to what extent has the decline 
been due to the increase in capital employed in Irish industry, which is generally 
believed to have taken place in the 1960s". In particular, it is worth investigating 
whether the facts are consistent with a rising capital labour ratio and an unchanged 
rate of profit on capital. This would be in accord with Salter's model [16] of a 
competitive industry in which productivity gains are passed on to consumers 
via falls in relative prices while the rate of profit remains unchanged. 

The paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, the relationships between 
labour productivity on the one hand, and costs on the other, are investigated. 
The analysis follows the approach of Salter's study of the U K economy, and 
broadly similar results are obtained, with some important exceptions. 

* I would like to acknowledge m y indebtedness to Professor R . J . Nicholson, and M r B . J . 
McCormick , of Sheffield University, and D r Dermot McAleese o f T h e Economic and Social 
Research Institute and Trinity College, Dublin, for their helpful comments on a prehminary draft. 



FIGURE I : Share of wages and salaries in net output, for manufacturing industry, 1953-JO 

In the second part of the paper, the difference in behaviour between competitive 
and non-competitive industries is examined. I t is argued that price movements 
in the former group are consistent with Salter's model, whereas in the latter 
group prices respond less strongly to rises in productivity, so that the gains are 
not fully passed on to the consumer. I t is concluded, that while the decline of 
the share of wages and salaries in net output may be attributed in large part to 
rising levels of capital intensity, and is broadly consistent with a competitive 
model, the price behaviour of non-competitive industries significantly accen
tuated the downward trend over the period. 

I PRODUCTIVITY A N D RELATIVE PRICES 

The striking diversity in the experience of different industries with regard to 
changes in labour productivity has been noted by Kennedy [ 9 ] . Over the period 
1953-70 some industries experienced a three-fold increase in volume of output 
per person engaged, while in some cases a decline occurred. 

The present section examines the effect of changes in labour productivity on 
costs and prices for a cross section of Irish manufacturing industry for the period 
1953-70. The classification used is that of the analysis of the census of industrial 
production. A total of 42 industries are included. The shipbuilding industry is 
omitted as the volume of output figures are unsuitable, being based on labour 
inputs (this point has been made by Kennedy [9, p. 121]) . The cement industry 
is also excluded as the labour dispute of 1970 seriously affected the level of output 
[CSO, 4 Mar. '73 , p. 7 6 ] . 1 

1. Inclusion o f the cement industry using 1969 figures in the regressions did not materially alter 
the results. 



The relationships considered in the present section between labour productivity, 
costs and prices, have been investigated by Kennedy [ 9 ] , and by O'Malley [14 ] , 
and the results obtained here are similar in all cases to those reported earlier. 

The Data 
For each of the 42 industries included in the census reports [CSO, 4 ] , the 

following were obtained for 1953 and 1970. 

(a) Gross output. 
(b) Cost of materials, fuel, containers, etc. 
(c) Net output, a—b. 
(d) Salaries. 
(e) Wages and earnings. 

( / ) Remainder of net output. 
(g) Persons engaged. 
(h) Net output per person engaged. 
(i) Index number of the volume of production to base 1953. 

From these, index numbers to base 1953 = 100 were calculated for 1970 and 
form the basis for all the regressions quoted. The methods used are described 
immediately below and the results given in Appendix Table B.2. 

(1) Labour productivity (LP), 
(2) Unit labour cost (ULC), {d+e)+i. 

(3) Unit materials cost (UMC), b+i. 

(4) Unit gross margin cost (UGMC), f+i. 

(5) Wages and salaries per head (W/N), [d+e)-rg. 

(6) Unit gross price (GP), a-^ri. 

(7) Unit net price (NP), c-^-i. 

(8) Wages and salaries share of net output (S), (d+e)+c. 

Productivity and Wages 
In a competitive economy, where factors are perfectly mobile, returns to factors 

wil l be equalised throughout the economy. Hence, wages should tend to move 
similarly in different industries, irrespective of the level of productivity. In so far 
as perfect competition is not present in factor markets, and where labour is not 
perfectly mobile, this argument is no longer valid. In particular, when wages 
are determined by collective bargaining, rapid rises in industrial productivity 
might be expected to be reflected in relative wage increases for the industry 
concerned. 

G 



The tendency for wages to be related to industrial productivity wi l l be offset, 
however, by the comparability effect. Especially where trade union boundaries 
are not co-extensive with industries,2 the wage rate sought is more likely to be 
based on comparisons with rates prevailing elsewhere. The importance of this 
effect has been stressed by several authors (see Ross [15 ] , and for a recent Irish 
study, Blum [3]). 

Hence, it is to be expected that movements in labour productivity and wage 
rates are poorly correlated. For 28 industries in the U K over the period 1924-50 
Salter [16, Table 16, p. n o ] found a correlation coefficient of —0-09 between 
movements of output per head and earnings per man; similarly in the Irish case, 
the correlation coefficient was + 0 - 1 5 . 

Productivity and Costs 
Since movements in wages and salaries per person engaged and labour pro

ductivity are uncorrelated, i t follows that movements of unit labour costs and 
labour productivity are inversely related. This is confirmed by the regression of 
movements in unit labour cost and labour productivity. The correlation co
efficient is —0-87 significant at o-i per cent. 

Generally, no relationship between rises in labour productivity and changes in 
non-labour costs can be predicted. However, it might be expected that technical 
progress would lead to savings in materials, and that the unit margin might be 
allowed to fall in line with rising levels of output per head. Salter found that 
changes in both unit materials costs and unit gross margins cost were negatively 
correlated with rises in labour productivity, the-correlation coefficients being 
—0*79 and —0*31 respectively. In the present case a similar result was obtained, 
the correlation coefficients being —0*29 and —0-26 respectively. 

Productivity, Prices and Factor Shares 
Salter found a strong negative correlation between movements of prices and 

labour productivity. (The correlation coefficient for "unit gross price" was 
—o-88.) 3 Moreover, he investigated the relationship between movements of the 
share of wages and salaries in net output and labour productivity obtaining a 
correlation coefficient of —o-n [16, p. 126]. He concluded that "there is no 
systematic relationship between changes in shares and movements in labour 
productivity". He suggested [16, pp. 158-9] that this was consistent with the 
behaviour of a competitive economy in which productivity gains were passed 
on to consumers via price movements. 

In the Irish case, the correlation coefficient between movements in unit gross 
price and labour productivity is — 0*43. While this is weaker than Salter's result 
(—0-88) it may at least be partly explained by the weaker correlation between 

2. This consideration is relevant to the explanation of the (weak) positive correlation found in 
the U S . See Salter [16, p. 167]. 

3. Nicholson and Gupta report a value of —0-55 for the U K for the period i048-54[i2, p. 445.] 



unit materials cost and labour productivity in the Irish case.4 Therefore, in order 
to investigate the relationship between pricing and factor shares, it is necessary 
to separate out the effect of materials costs. Movements of unit net price, defined 
as unit gross price less unit materials cost, are discussed in the second part of the 
paper. 

The Irish data also indicate a significant relationship between movements of 
labour productivity and the wage and salary share, the regression being 

S = 132-213— 0-207!,? R2 - 0-412 (1). 

(t = 5-36) N = 42 

and the regression coefficient is significant at o-i per cent. 
The second part of the paper is concerned with the explanation of the two 

effects described in this section: the weaker responsiveness of prices to movements 
in labour productivity and the negative correlation between movements of labour 
productivity and the wage and salary share observed in the Irish case. 

I I COMPETITION A N D FACTOR SHARES 

The process of price formation in a competitive industry is described by Salter 
[16 ] . The capital stock of the industry is assumed to be of various vintages, and 
unit operating costs are taken to be lower on more recent machines. Thus, in 
Fig. 2 the unit operating cost on equipment four years old is c,_ 4 and this is the 
oldest equipment in use. 

FIGURE 2: Salter's vintage capital model of a competitive industry. 
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4. Unit gross price is the sum of unit materials cost, unit labour cost, and unit gross margins cost 
(see Kennedy [9, pp. 127-8]). 



The decision to invest in new equipment depends on the expected future 
behaviour of costs and prices. Since price is expected to fall as costs decrease on 
new machines in the future, i t is appropriate to require a large gross margin on 
newly constructed equipment. Investment wi l l proceed on new equipment so 
long as expected future earnings, suitably discounted, exceed the cost of new 
plant. Over its lifetime, a plant earns a normal rate of return. The unit gross 
margin required on new equipment on this basis, plus the unit operating costs 
of the new equipment, constitute the unit total costs on new equipment 
(TC0). 

We assume that so long as price slightly exceeds TC 0 , investment wi l l occur, 
so that demand wil l be met at a price P0 = TC 0 . 

Older equipment is then viable only i f its unit operating cost does not exceed 
the price determined in this way. Thus in Fig. 2 equipment four years old is just 
viable. 

We now assume that in the next period technical progress occurs so that unit 
total cost on new equipment falls to T Q (Fig. 3)) Equipment of vintage (t—4) is 
now obsolete and investment on new equipment provides new capacity5 OC, 
while price falls to Py = TCV 

Thus the new equipment earns a normal rate of return over its lifetime, so that 
the gains due to technical progress are passed on in full to the consumer via 
prices. 

This model, which Salter found to be consistent with British experience, 
depends critically however on the assumption that investment wi l l continue until 
the rate of return on new equipment over its lifetime does not exceed the normal 
rate of return. I f competitive conditions do not hold, this process may fail to 
operate. Suppose in the situation just considered, unit total cost on new equip
ment falls as before: i f the total capacity of newly constructed equipment falls 
short o f OC, say OM (in Fig. 4), and given the demand curve DD, output (from 
all equipment) may be sold at a price exceeding TCX (PM in Fig. 4), so that the 
rate of profit exceeds the normal rate. 

This implies that the gains due to technical progress are in part absorbed as 
increases in profit rather than being passed on in full to consumers via prices. 
Thus, a positive correlation should exist in non-competitive industries between 
movements of labour productivity and movements of the rate of profit. This 
tendency wil l only occur, however, up to a certain point, since increases o f the 
rate of profit can not continue indefinitely without inducing new entrants to the 
industry (or provoking intervention by the Fair Trade Commission). The extent 
to which an increase in profit can occur is thus influenced by the initial level of 
the rate of profit; assuming first, for simplicity, that all non-competitive industries 
initially earn a normal rate of return the relation should take the form shown in 
Fig. 5. There is a positive correlation between LP and Ar determined by the 

5. Part o f which replaces obsolete equipment, and the remainder o f which represents a net 
increase in capacity. 
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FIGURE 3: The effect of a fall in unit total cost on price and output in a competitive industry. 
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FIGURE 4 : The effect of a fall in unit total cost on price and output in a non-competitive industry. 
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limitations on profit rates mentioned above.6 In so far as non-competitive indus
tries show a spread of profit rates initially, then so long as there is no correlation 
between the initial rate of profit and the movement of labour productivity over 
the (subsequent) period the movements of profit rate should be scattered randomly 
about the curve shown in Fig. 5. 

FIGURB 5: Postulated relationship between changes in the rate of profit and labour productivity 
for non-competitive industries. 

100 L P 

Labour Productivity and Net Price 
The share of wages and salaries in net output is given by: 

WjN (2) 
NP.LP 

Where W\N represents wages and salaries per person engaged, L P represents 
labour productivity, defined as volume of output per person engaged, and net 
price, NP, is defined as value of net output divided by volume of output. (The 
latter is equal to unit gross price less unit materials cost.) The above formula 
follows immediately from the definitions. 

Since movements of W\N and labour productivity are uncorrelated, we can 
regard W/Nas being exogenously determined in respect of an individual industry. 
An explanation of the movement of the wage share for the industrial sector as 
a whole requires a detailed examination of the determination of wages at aggregate 
level. The scope of the present study is restricted however to the study of the 
impact of differences in movements of labour productivity between industries; 

6. Since a linear relationship is not expected in the non-competitive case, the choice o f a suitable 
statistical test involves a certain arbitrariness. T h e simplest test is probably the following: those 
industries wi th above average increases in labour productivity should tend to show a positive 
change in the rate o f profit over the period. A non-parametric test o f this hypothesis is given in 
Appendix A . 



hence, we can take the level of wages and salaries as given, on the basis of the 
regression quoted above. 

It follows that the Wage share 5 wil l be uncorrelated with labour productivity 
only i f the denominator of the above expression is independent of changes in 
labour productivity. Thus, we require net price to move inversely with labour 
productivity. 

NP = b1-!- b = constant (3) 
LP W 

Equation (3) may be interpreted as follows. Suppose price behaviour is consis
tent with Salter's model of a competitive industry so that net price equals unit 
total cost7 on new equipment. Suppose further8 that movements of labour pro
ductivity are due solely to technical progress and economies of scale, so that as 
labour productivity rises, unit total cost falls in proportion to unit operating cost 
(i.e. unit labour cost, which in turn is proportional to the reciprocal of labour 
productivity). Then NP wi l l move proportionately with i /LP as required by 
equation (1). 

Using Salter's data the following result was obtained: 

N P = 4 3 - 4 2 8 + 2 - 1 3 7 - L £ 2 = - 5 o 8 (4) 

(t = 1-53) (5-I9) N = 28. 

The /-statistic of the constant term is not significant at the 5 per cent level, 
indicating that the result is consistent with equation (1) above. This is to be 
expected on the basis of the above argument insofar as Salter found no significant 
relation between S and LP, as noted earlier. Salter's conclusion that the responsive
ness of prices to movements of labour productivity was consistent with his model 
of a competitive industry is thus justified. 

However, the results for Ireland over the period 1953-70 differ significantly 
from those obtained by Salter. The response of NP to LP is described by the 
equation: 

NP = 6 3 - 2 6 3 + 2 3 3 - 4 3 7 ^ ! Jc2 = - 7 0 2 (5) 

(t = 3-87) (9-70) N = 42. 

The fact that the intercept is positive and significant at the 5 per cent level 

7. Excluding materials cost. 
8. It is argued below that neither o f these assumptions is valid in general. 



indicates that, as LP rises, the (fractional) response of NP to a given (fractional) 
fall in I j LP becomes less, and so confirms the fact that movements of labour 
productivity and the share of wages and salaries in net' output are negatively 
correlated, as described above. The result may be illustrated by the scatter diagram 
of NP on LP in Fig. 6a. The solid line is the rectangular hyperbola obtained by 
transforming the fitted regression line in Fig. 6b, and represents the responsiveness 
of net price to changes in labour productivity. The dotted line represents the 
relationship described by equation ( 3 ) 9 and shows the response of net price to 
labour productivity required in order to eliminate the negative correlation 
between LP and S. It is clear that the responsiveness of net price diverges from 
the level indicated by the dotted line, particularly towards higher values of LP. 

Two hypotheses may be formulated to account for this effect: 
(a) while technical progress and economies of scale are the main determinants 

of inter-industry differences in the rate of change of labour productivity, increases 
in the capital-labour ratio may also constitute an important factor.10 Kennedy 
[9] has shown that, in the Irish case, a positive correlation exists between the 
rate of growth of capital per head and labour productivity. Further evidence is 
provided by Farley [ 5 ] , who finds that factor substitution was a significant 
contributor to increases in productivity in Irish manufacturing industry during 
the period 1953-67. 

The argument presented earlier assumed that a fall in unit labour cost implied 
an equal fractional fall in unit total cost. I f the above effect operates, rises in 
labour productivity wi l l be accompanied by a rising capital-labour ratio so that 
unit total cost wi l l fall less rapidly than unit labour cost, and thus a weaker 
responsiveness of net price to movements of labour productivity wi l l be consistent 
with an unchanged rate of return on capital. 

(b) The assumption of perfect competition in the Salter model was discussed 
earlier, and the possibility that gains due to technical progress might lead to 
increases in the rate of profit, implying that gains in productivity were not passed 
on in full via price movements, was considered. I f this occurs, movements of 
net price wi l l differ from those which would occur under competitive conditions, 
so that on a plot o£NP against i /LP, points corresponding to industries in which 
competitive conditions do not hold wi l l be systematically above a line determined 
by points corresponding to competitive industries only. 

Thus, the weaker responsiveness of NP towards higher values of LP might be 
explained by a competitive model as described in (a) above. However, i t might 
also reflect a lack of competition, and a tendency for productivity increases to 
be less than fully passed on to the consumer. To distinguish between these two 
effects, it is necessary to examine whether the responsiveness of NP to LP differs 
between competitive and non-competitive industries. 

9. A n d passing through the mean values of both variables. 
10. Thus, the considerable differences in wage share occurring between industries can be, to a 

large extent, identified with different levels o f capital per head. (See Stigler [17].) 



FIGURE 6 : Net price and labour productivity in 42 manufacturing industries for 1970. 



Competition and Price Movements 
The competitive industry model described above assumes that a fall in the 

level of unit total cost on new equipment wi l l be followed by an equal fall in 
price. The classification of industries appropriate to the present study is thus 
clearly not dependent on domestic market structure alone. Indeed, external price 
movements may constitute a primary influence on the price levels of domestic 
industry. Hence, it is appropriate to consider both external and internal influences 
in classifying industries as competitive or non-competitive. 

During the period of 1953-70 the majority of Irish industries were protected 
by high effective tariffs (McAleese [ n ] ) . The list of industries used in the Census 
of Industrial Production has been examined in detail by Hughes [7], who classifies 
industries as follows: 

(i) Protected, 

(ii) Exposed, import-competing, 

(iii) Exposed, export- oriented. 

The criterion used to group industries was based on an approach used by 
Aukrust in a Norwegian study [1] , [2]. An industry was classified as exposed i f 
either exports or imports constituted one-third or more of the domestic flow, 
irrespective of the level of effective tariff. Industries in group (ii) are, in, the Irish 
case, protected by tariffs11 so that imports do not compete on an equal basis. 
Competition wil l only be effective in group ( i i i ) 1 2 ; here, the need to meet prices 
on export markets provides an incentive to reduce costs and prices. The nine 
industries of group (iii) were therefore taken as one set of industries for which 
the market environment was competitive; they are listed in Appendix B. In the 
regressions given below, they are represented by the dummy variable E. 

Among the 33 industries which remain, the presence of a competitive domestic 
market wi l l exert a similar downward pressure on prices. Industrial concentration 
in Ireland has been studied by O'Malley [14], who examined market structure 
using three criteria, 

(i) the concentration ratio, i.e. the proportion of net output accounted for 
by the four largest establishments in terms of output, 

(ii) the plant size ratio, i.e. the average size of these four establishments 
divided by the industry average, 

(iii) the number of establishments. 

11. I •would like to thank Dr. McAleese for his advice on this point. 
12. It seems plausible, though unlikely, that an industry in group (ii) might face competition 

from imports which remain competitive in spite of the tariff. It is interesting to note in this respect 
that Aukrust [(2), p. 64] assumed in his model that group (ii) industries were open to effective 
competition from abroad. On the basis of a comparison of actual and predicted price levels, how
ever, he concluded that the assumption was not satisfactory. 
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FIGURE 7 : Net price and the reciprocal of labour productivity for 1970. 
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Note. Crosses denote competitive industries, and the corresponding curve is labelled 
C = 1. Dots denote non-competitive industries, and the corresponding curve is 
labelled C = o. ' 

Index numbers to base 1953 = 100. 
Source: Equation 8. 



There are certain reservations (see McAleese [10]) which ought to be borne in 
mind when using such measures in the case of a small economy. Nonetheless, the 
use of these three measures in combination is probably a satisfactory method of 
identifying those industries where competition is effective on the domestic 
market. 

O f the 33 industries which are not export oriented, thirteen fall within the 
list of industries identified by O'Malley as being competitive. These were 
characterised by low or medium concentration ratios, (below 67 per cent), a below 
average plant-size ratio (less than 15), and a large number of establishments. 
They are listed in Appendix B. Industries falling into this category which are not 
included among the export oriented industries described above, wi l l be referred 
to as "other competitive" industries. A dummy variable C* was used to represent 
this group in the regressions. 

The regression of net price on the reciprocal of labour productivity was run 
with the two dummy variables representing export oriented industries, E , and 
other competitive industries C*. 

The result was: . 

NP = 90-348+2-154 i - 3 0 - 2 4 5 E - 2 9 - 2 5 4 C * R2 = -753 
JL/Jr 

(t = 5-00) (9-20) (2-26) (2-41) N = 42. (6) 

The coefficients of both E and C* are significant at 5 per cent level. The size 
of the coefficients is not small, but indicates that the effect may account for a 
difference of 30 points in the index number of net price, the mean value being 213. 

The closeness of the two regression coefficients suggests that a single dummy 
variable, representing all industries which are either export-oriented or competi
tive on the domestic market, is more appropriate. Using a dummy variable C 
to represent either case, the result is: 

NP = 9 3 - 1 1 2 + 2 - 1 5 4 ^ - 3 3 - 4 0 4 0 R2 = 7 6 7 

( ' = 5-43) (9-7 i ) (3-33) 'N = 42 (7) 

Examination of the scatter diagram on NP on 1 jLP suggests that a nonlinear 
form may be appropriate in view of the appearance of positive residuals for the 
two highest values of 1 /LP, though the Durban-Watson statistic13 indicates that 
serial correlation is not significant at 5 per cent. 

Due to the high degree of correlation between 1/LP and (1/LP) 2 a regression 
involving both variables would be subject to serious multicollinearity; for this 
reason, NP was regressed on (1/LP) 2 and C, the result being: , 

13. Observations were grouped in order of increasing (1 jLP). 



N P = 159-650+149-623 ( i / L P ) 2 - 2 8 - 8 8 7 C J? 2 = -781 

(t = 14-65) (10-12) ' (2-93) N = 42. (8) 

The increased value of R 2 and of the (-statistic on ( i f L P ) 2 , together with the 
fact that the fit at the upper end of the range is satisfactory, suggest that this 
form may be considered more suitable. I f so, the tendency for net price to respond 
less strongly to increases in labour productivity towards higher values of the latter 
is more pronounced than would be implied by a linear relationship. The fact 
that the intercept is non-zero in both equations suggests that, even in the industries 
labelled competitive, the responsiveness of net prices is insufficient to maintain 
constancy of factor shares. The most interesting aspect of both the above equations 
is the high degree of significance of the dummy variable, C, which points to an 
important effect of market structure on price behaviour, and so on factor shares. 

It remains to be shown that the behaviour of competitive industries is consistent 
with the model o f a competitive industry presented earlier. I f so, increases in 
labour productivity should not be associated with increases in the rate of profit. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain a satisfactory measure of the rate of 
profit. The "remainder of net output" figure includes, besides gross profit, 
certain supplementary costs which constitute a large fraction of the total (this 
difficulty is discussed in Appendix A). In particular, the fraction of the remainder 
of net output accounted for by supplementary costs varies so widely between 
industries that inter-industry comparisons of profitability are not possible.14 

In spite of this difficulty, i t is of interest to examine whether movements of 
the remainder of net output per unit of capital are consistent with the above 
interpretation.18 It was argued above that in those non-competitive industries in 
which above-average rises in labour productivity occurred, there should be a 
systematic tendency for the rate of profit to rise. O f ten non-competitive indus
tries in which the increase in labour productivity equalled or exceeded the median 
rate, the remainder of net output per unit of capital rose over the period in nine 
cases. I t is shown in Appendix A that this is significant at 1 per cent. For competi
tive industries, by contrast, no such systematic tendency was observed (Appendix 
A ) " 

Thus, i t seems to be well-established that while price movements in competitive 
industries are closely consistent with Salter's competitive model, prices respond 
more slowly to rising productivity in non-competitive industries. It therefore 
seems plausible that rising productivity combined with a lack of effective com-

14. While it will be argued below that non-competitive industries with above-average increases 
in labour productivity showed an increase in the rate of profit, this difficulty implies that it is not 
possible to establish whether the final rate of profit was super-normal, or whether profitability 
was initially very low. 

15. This measure is based on the assumption that, while the value of supplementary costs per 
unit of capital varies widely between industries, for any one industry over a period of time the 
variation may not be so serious as to vitiate the results. 



petition contributed to die decline in the share of wages and salaries in net output 
which occurred over the period 1957-68. In Fig. 8, index numbers of the share 
of wages and salaries in net output for all manufacturing, arid for competitive 
industries only, are shown. The decline which occurred after 1957 reversed the 
long-term upward trend of the wage share, so that the index number for all 
manufacturing in 1970 stands 8 points below the level for 1953. Taking competi
tive industries only the index stands 3 points higher, at 95. Thus the combination 
of rising productivity and lack of effective competition would seem to have 
accentuated the downward trend of wage share. 

FIGURE 8: Share of wages and salaries in net output for (a) 43 manufacturing industries, 
(b) 22 competitive industries only. 

Index numbers to base 1953 = 100. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In a competitive industry, in which technical progress brings about a reduction 
in costs, the gains involved are passed on to consumers via prices, while the rate 
of profit remains unchanged. 

The present study confirms that the responsiveness of prices to productivity 
movements in Irish manufacturing industry over the period 1953-70 was broadly 
consistent with a competitive model, and that the fall in the share of wages and 
salaries in net output which occurred in the period after 1957 reflects a fairly 
constant rate of profit on a higher volume of capital. 



It seems well established that prices responded less strongly to rising productivity 
in non-competitive industries. In particular, among those industries in which a 
higher than average rise in labour productivity was combined with a non
competitive market structure, there was a significant tendency for the rate of 
profit to increase over the period. , 

Thus, while the fall in the share of wages may be broadly consistent with a 
competitive model, the failure of firms to pass on fully increases in productivity 
to consumers via prices, and the consequent rise in the rate of profit in certain 
industries, accentuated the downward trend of the wage share over the period 
1957-68. 

University of Sheffield. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Rate of Profit 
There are several difficulties involved in assessing the association between 

movements of profit rates and labour productivity. 

(a) There are no figures available for either gross or net profits. The "remain
der of net output", defined as net output less wages and salaries, includes, 
besides gross profits, certain supplementary costs, notably advertising 
and rents. Since 1950, the supplementary costs figure has not been 
published. The 1950 figures suggest, however, that the fraction of the 
"remainder of net output" accounted for by supplementary costs varied 
from one-sixth to one-half. Thus, the use of "remainder of net output" 
as a proxy for gross profits wi l l introduce very large, though, hopefully, 
random, errors, so that satisfactory correlations wil l be difficult to obtain. 

(b) Fluctuations in profits are very much greater than in wages and salaries, 
and for small industries year to year fractional changes can be very large. 

(c) The choice of a suitable measure of capital stock introduces a certain 
amount of arbitrariness. Fortunately, estimates of the capital stock for 
CIP industries for the period 1953-68 are provided by Henry [ 6 ] . These 
estimates refer to the "equivalent new" value of capital. The starting 
values are taken from written down or balance sheet values for the 
earliest year for which data could be obtained (1945 or 1950). The current 
values of gross investment under each of the four headings Plant, Vehicles, 
Buildings and Land are added to the value of capital stock of die equiva
lent category for the preceding year, and subsequently written down 
over an estimated lifetime to 80 per cent of the initial value. Separate 
deflators are used for each category, to convert values to values at 1958 
prices. 

A crude measure of the gross rate of return was obtained by dividing the value 
of remainder of net output, at 1958 prices, by the value of capital stock at 1958 
prices. The choice of a deflator for the remainder of net output involves a certain 
arbitrariness. To ensure comparability with the capital stock estimates, a weighted 
average of the price indices used by Henry for the four categories of capital 
stock was constructed. The weights used were the values of capital stock of the 
four categories, in the current year. 

Using this measure of the rate of profit, the relation between the change16 in 
the rate of profit, and movements of labour productivity, for. the period 1953-68, 
was examined. The 42 industry classification used above was altered as follows: 

16. To avoid problems due to large year to year variations in profit rates, the change was 
measured as the difference between the average values for the first five years, and for the last 
five years, of the period. 

H 



(a) Capital stock figures for the "miscellaneous" and "railroad equipment" 
classes are not available, so that these two industries were omitted. 

(b) The cement industry which was excluded (as explained above) from the 
earlier regressions was reinserted, as the regression refers to 1968 rather 
than 1970. 

The 41 industries thus obtained include 19 non-competitive and 22 competitive 
industries. The results obtained were as follows: 

(1) The argument developed above suggests that among non-competitive 
industries, those industries which experience average or above average increases 
in labour productivity should show an increase in the rate of profit. The relation
ship is shown by the scatter diagram in Fig. A i . In fact, of the ten industries 
showing a median, or greater, increase in labour productivity, nine show an 
increase in the rate of profit. The significance of this result may be assessed using 
a simple nonparametric test. The null hypothesis is, for the ten industries, 

H0 : TTr = o. 

I f so, the points should be scattered evenly about 0, so that the probability of 
obtaining a or more positive values in a sample of n observations is 

FIGURE A I : Changes in the rate of profit and movements of labour productivity for ig non
competitive industries 1953-70. 



Setting n = 10, a — 9 we obtain a value of o-oii . Hence, the effect is significant 
at 5 per cent. 

It therefore seems well established that movements of the rate of profit, 
measured in this way, are consistent with the predictions of the model. In view 
of the limitations involved in measuring the rate of profit, and bearing in mind 
the very large variations in A r shown in Fig. A i , it is difficult to make any more 
precise statement.17 

(2) By contrast, the 11 competitive industries which show an increase in labour 
productivity above the median value, 5 have a negative, and 6 have a positive, 
value o f Ar. This is consistent with the Salter model, which implies that A f = o 
for these industries. ' 

The main limitation imposed by the lack of a more accurate measure of profit 
rates is that satisfactory comparisons of profitability between different industries, 
or industry groups, are not possible. It would be of particular interest to assess 
whether the rises in the rate of profit which occurred implied that supernormal 
profits were being earned, or whether they merely represented recovery from an 
initial position of poor profitability. The explanation of the rise in the rate of 
profit which occurred in those industries in which above-average rises in pro
ductivity were combined with non-competitive market conditions probably 
involves an element of both these effects. 

17. It is, nevertheless, of some interest to compare the relationship between Ar and LP with 
that of Fig. 6. The curve shown in Fig. Ai was fitted as follows. Various values of LP were chosen 
in turn to correspond to the position of the kink, k, and a curve was fitted by regressing Ar on a 
modified variable, LP', defined by setting LP' = k where LP > k, and LP' = LP otherwise. That 
value of k, and its associated curve, were chosen which maximised the correlation coefficient of 
Ar on LP' (0-604). It is clear from the curve shown that the fit is poor; all that can be said is that 
the observed values arc not inconsistent with an underlying relationship of the type postulated. 



A P P E N D I X B 

T A B L E B I : Classification of Industries. CIP reference numbers are shown in parentheses 

" Competitive industries 

(Export-oriented) 
(5) Slaughtering 
(6) Creamery butter, etc. 

(16) . Brewing 
(21) Jute, canvas, etc. 
(22) Hosiery 
(24b) Shirtmaking 
(24c) Women's and girls' clothing 
(31) Fellmongery 
(41) • Non-electrical machinery 

(Other) 
(4) 
(8) 

( i5) 
(19) 

- (20) 
(23) 
(24a) 

M 
* l ( 2 8 ) 

(29) 
(34) 
(35) 
(42) 

Bacon factories 
Grain and animal feeding stuffs 
Malting 
Woollen and worsted 
Linen and cotton 
Boots and shoes 
Men's and boys' clothing 
Miscellaneous clothing 
Furniture and fixtures 
Brushes and brooms 
Paper 
Oils, paints, inks, polishes 
Chemicals and drugs 
Electrical machinery 

(7) 
(9) 

U " ) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(17) 
(18) 
(25) 
(26) 
(30) 
(32) 
(33) 
(36) 

.(37) 
*/(38) 

1(39) 
(40) 

(44) 
(45) 

(46) 
(47) 

Non-competitive industries 

Canning 
Bread, biscuits, etc. 
Sugar 
Cocoa, chocolate, sugar confectionery 
Margarine, etc. 
Miscellaneous food (including fish) 
Distilling 
Aerated and mineral waters 
Tobacco 
Made-up textiles, except apparel 
Wood and cork, except furniture 
Printing, publishing etc. 
Leather, except apparel 
Fertilisers 
Soap, detergents and candles 
Glass, pottery, etc. 
Structural clay products 
Cement 
Metal trades, except machinery and 
vehicles 
Railroad equipment 
Assembly of mechanical road and land 
vehicles 
Assembly of other vehicles 
Miscellaneous! 

•Industries linked by brackets are combined in the analysis, to correspond with the classification 
used in the analysis of the census of industrial production [4]. 

••Includes some industries such as rubber, or oil refining, which are highly concentrated. 
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T A B L E B 2 : Index numbers of key variables to base 1953 = 100, and the change in the remainder of 
net output per unit of capital as defined in the text. (Ar) 

LP W ULC UGMC UMC GP NP S LP AT 
CIP Industry 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1968 53-68 

4 122*1 295*4 241*9 • 167*0 122*3 130*6 • 199-5 121*4 "3-4 - • 0 9 7 
5 • 139*0 333-8 240*5 - 186*6 188*4 190*5 206*5 116*4 127*4 +•018 
6 • 146*8 335*7 225*8 140*8 103*8 I I I * 5 172*4 130*6 149*8 —•074 
7 ' I I 6 * I 358-3 309-0 150*1 141*8 164*2 215*4 143-3 108*3 - •116 
8 140*4 308-0 219*4 236*6 137*6 148*8 228*4 96*0 136*5 —•001 

9 109*6 292*2 265*4 227*3 195-5 215*6 248*1 107*1 107*4 —•017 
10 & 11* 126*2 337-4 268*1 159*8 I I 8 - I 139-2 208*6 119*1 129*2 - •049 

12 131*1 293-5 223*6 205*2 109*5 129*0 210*9 106*1 156*6 +-I95 
13 98*5 302*3 307-5 293*9 125*2 103*3 299*6 102*7 98*4 —•082 
14 336*5 206*2 6i*3 311*9 114*2 125*1 144-6 42*3 150*3 +-I45 
15 286*0 317*8 113*5 162*8 131*5 132*9 136*7 82*9 191*7 —*I2I 
16 117*7 371-3 3i5*i 205*5 8o*i 165*6 238*3 132*4 115*0 -•161 

17 238*0 304-0 127*7 214*7 152-5 164*9 172*4 73*9 208*3 +•095 
18 104*2 328*2 315*0 413-8 239*6 251*5 376*6 83-5 103*9 —-I37 
19 175-3 315*7 180*0 177*6 8i*6 107*8 178*8 104*0 155*6 —•012 
20 228*1 384*2 168*1 144*3 111*0 126*4 156-5 107*5 222*9 —•109 
21 247*8 • 385*7 155-5 •153*0 138-4 144*8 154*1 101*0 193*6 - •055 
22 297*6 262*3 102*9 ' 153-2 75-9 95*2 124*9 82*4 109*0 - •044 
23 170*5 277*9 162*5 243*4 116*4 146*5 189*2 85*8 175*6 +-I77 
24a 109*2 290*0 264-9 291*9 182*9 216*4 . 272*9 97*0 109*8 +•096 
246 139*1 293*9 ' 211*4 178-4 179*2 186*7 I98-3 106*5 166*7 +•201 
24c 197*3 311*9 158-5 239-7 121*6 148*6 186*8 84*8 180*1 +•044 
24J 172*0 308-6 180*2 122*4 127*4 139*6 155*1 116*1 146*2 —0*65 
25 186*6 304*2 163*0 175-8 125*8 136*4 169*7 96*1 180*8 +•058 
26 221*0 298*8 I 3 5 - I 298-3 114*7 137*4 183*5 72-7 180*8 +•051 

27 & 28* 180*2 282*9 126*3 143-9 154-1 153-2 152-3 103*1 154*1 —•057 
29 242*3 364-5 150*5 117*1 122*6 126*7 133-2 113-0 216*3 —•086 
30 156*9 325-5 208*2 307*8 l84*2 221*1 244*4 85*2 150*0 +•067 
31 159*7 324-0 202*9 200*5 127*0 144-7 201*7 ioo*8 140*0 —•018 
32 148-5 405*9 273*5 325*4 194*8 236*1 290*3 94*o 124*7 +•145 
33 228*5 331-8 145*2 319*4 119*2 I46*I 218*9 66*4 217*1 —•062 
34 177*1 290*7 164*1 198*7 119*2 133-9 183*8 89-3 149*7 +•127 
35 305*3 343*6 112*6 258*0 131-7 168*4 202*1 55-5 305*5 +•420 
36 126*0 334-8 265*6 269*3 136*9 176*1 267*1 99*3 130*4 +•088 
37 171*5 345-2 201*4 345-3 145*0 203*3 244*7 82*3 174*9 +•161 

38 & 39*t 229*3 300*2 131*1 208*8 111*5 138*0 170*4 76*8 218*6 +•011 
40 218*4 332*8 152*2 169*7 168*0 164*2 159-3 95*5 208*2 +•006 
41 169*1 291*4 154*2 315*9 271*2 245*2 219-3 78*6 193*6 +-I35 
42 190*6 291-5 152*9 248*0 130*0 153*1 192*5 79*5 206*3 +•114 
44t 77*6 281*3 361-6 749-0 282*7 337-3 374*6 96*3 — — 
45 135*8 292*5 215*1 274*5 166*8 183*4 236-5 91*0 150*0 +•143 
46 87*2 401*1 458*0 246*8 ,161*4 254-o 401*5 114*2 79*9 - •038 
47t 279*0 338-7 121*6 259*1 235-7 211*9 182*2 66*7 — •—• 

Ĉertain industries are combined to correspond with the classification used in the analysis of the Census 
of Industrial Production ([4]). 

fThe 1969 rather than 1970 figures are used, as a strike in the cement industry seriously distorted the 
latter. The regressions quoted in the paper (apart from Appendix A) omit this industry group, though 
inclusion, based on the 1969 figures, does not materially alter the results. 

JThese industries are omitted from the analysis in Appendix A, as capital stock figures are not available. 



E C O N O M I C A N D S O C I A L R E V I E W 

T A B L E B 3 : Matrix of first order correlation coefficients (Part I of paper). 

LP W ULC UGMC UMC GP 

LP r o o —-15 —-87 —-26 —-29 —-43 
W 1-00 -39 —-18 •00 -16 
ULC i-oo -34 -29 ' -52 
UGMC • i-oo -62 -73 
UMC i-oo -88 
GP ' i-oo 

T A B L E B 4 : Matrix of first order correlation coefficients (Part I I of paper) 

LP S NP I / I P I / I P 2 E C * C 

LP 1-00 - 6 4 - •71 - • 9 2 - • 8 3 •03 •17 •14 
S I'OO •11 •53 •44 •21 •02 •24 
NP 1-00 •84 •86 - • 1 9 - • 3 2 - • 4 5 
ijLP i-oo •98 - • 0 9 —•22 - • 2 4 
1 / L P 2 i-oo —•12 - 2 ' 3 - • 2 8 
E I 'OO - • 3 5 •47 
C* 1-00 •61 
C 1-bo 




